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Good Morning Dr. Shugart and Board of Trustees,Welcome once again to the Winter Park Campus. This morning we want to take just a few moments to highlight the outstanding work of our Learning Support Services Team here at Winter Park. 



Academic Initiative Review Overview (Tutoring)

• The Academic Initiative Review of Tutoring was a comprehensive data analysis 
completed in 2017 of the College’s tutoring services including: general tutoring, reading, 
writing and speech centers, EAP and foreign language labs, Bridges labs, mobile writing 
centers, AS labs, and Smarthinking.  This seven month process included discussion of 
data, analyses by team members, and feedback from an external evaluator.

• Findings:
– students who were tutored tended to have more success on nearly every outcome 

that was analyzed, including retention, grades, and credits earned.
– This success was similar for all subgroups of students including students of different 

races and ethnicities, genders, full-time/part-time status, exempt/non-exempt status, 
and location on different campuses.

– Additionally, students describing their experiences with the tutoring services in the fill-
in comments tended to be very positive about the tutoring centers 

– Students surveyed commented on the personal relationship they developed with a 
tutor or noting how the person they worked with helped them feel more comfortable 
working through a challenging problem” 
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A couple of years ago a Valencia team conducted an Academic Initiative Review of the college’s tutoring services, which included our centers, language labs, software utilization, etc. This comprehensive seven month review yielded significant findings that influenced how the Winter Park Campus sought to enhance and improve Learning Support Services. The core finding told us that students who utilized learning support services had more success in nearly every outcome measured than students who didn’t. 



How did Winter Park LSS generate more 
student interest and increase student

engagement?
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While this seems like a no-brainer, the challenge is to engage students in a way that will make them seek out and feel comfortable utilizing learning support services; so we had to make a few changes. 



Timeline - Highlights

Hired first 
Learning Support 
Services Manager

First LSS 
Leadership Team 

Meeting

First Winter Park 
LSS division team 

meeting

Spring 2017 Summer 2017
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The first change was to our staffing. In 2017, we hired our first Manager of Learning Support Services, Nelson Torres, who you’ll meet in a few moments.We needed this role to pull together the various learning support areas that previously operated in silos.  We wanted them to function as a team. We dove right in by establishing a leadership team consisting of the various learning support supervisors. We also set regular strategic planning meetings in order to evaluate and plan services



Timeline - Highlights

Hired first Teaching Lab 
Supervisor and first 

Emerging Technology 
Library Assistant

Integrated 
Supplemental Learning 

to LSS and new 
Employee Guide

Created Learning 
Support Lab and 

Production Studio

Fall 2017 Summer 2018
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We concluded from our  various meetings that some of the roles within the learning support areas needed to change as well,       if we were going to enhance our engagement with students and faculty. For example, in our Communications Support Center, we changed the historical manager’s position to a Teaching Lab Supervisor. This new role allowed enabled the manager to not only lead the center, but teach a couple of courses each term in order to stay connected with the work. In our library, we changed a library specialist position to an Emerging Technology Library Assistant to enhance how we utilized instructional technology and innovation in our interactions with students. We also created a Learning Support Production Studio in which faculty and tutors could create instructional videos and demonstrations. We integrated Supplemental Learning into Learning Support and created a new employee guide to assist with onboarding and training of tutors. 



Library
• Partnered with Peace and Justice Institute, Student Development, 

tutoring centers, faculty, and student clubs
• Created interactive displays using Augmented Reality (AR)
• Updated technology for student use: iPads and graphing calculators
• AccuSQL for student metrics

– Maximized space utilization
– Focused on student needs

• On-going: Surveying students
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One of the learning support areas we enhanced was our campus library. We established stronger partnerships with PJI, student development, tutoring centers, faculty and student clubs. These groups provided us with valuable feedback on how we can ramp up services offered by the library.Some of the new enhancements included:    use of Augmented Reality technology to make library displays more interactive    acquisition of IPADS and graphing calculators that could be checked out for student use    use of AccuSQL tracking software that now allows us to collect data about the specific services that students are using. At this time, Nelson Torres, our Learning Support Manager, is going to come up and share a few points about our other learning support centers. 



Communication Student Support Center

• Completely renovated
– Open environment that is more welcoming and dynamic

• Started Valencia Press and Gay-Straight Alliance – student led clubs
• Expanded services:

– Online writing consultations
– Writing contests
– Improved workshop series

• On-going: Researching marketing 
strategies to promote our services 
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Thank you Dr. Daniels.  I am very excited today to share with you the amazing work our LS team has put into our campus in the past 2 years.  Our Communications Center received a complete floor-to-ceiling overhaul and renovation. The area is now more open and welcoming for our students, with a dynamic space that allows for growth and collaboration.  With the renewed excitement, students felt motivated to contribute to our work and formed 2 student-led organizations, the Valencia Press and the GSA, whose work is now helping to create safe-spaces for expressing thought in written media and for the LGBT community.Services were expanded to reach our ever-growing group of distance learners through online writing consultations, which now a very popular service for our students.  Writing workshops and writing contests now reflect the students’ interests and allow a fun way to engage with the material.



Math Support Center
• Completely renovated

– Dynamic learning environment
– Glassboards 

• New semester-loan graphing calculator program
• On-going: Expanding services to include additional subjects

Supplemental Learning 
• Relocated to tutoring centers within disciplines
• Improved access to resources and subject-matter experts
• On-going: Embedding CARE+ 
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Our Math Support Center received equal attention.  With a complete renovation came new furniture that allowed us to create flexible learning spaces that could accommodate any student need.  The area feels modern, and there now seems to be a renewed sense of pride among our tutors and our students:  this is a home away from home.One of the greatest highlights is piloting a new semester-loan graphing calculator program which allows students to check out a graphing calculator for the entire duration of their academic term.  Some of you may remember paying upwards of $150 just to use one of these calculators for your math classes.  We’re helping students overcome these financial challenges, where for some the price of one calculator may mean not being able to feed your family for a month.Supplemental Learning is evolving across the college, and on our campus, we’ve begun to find ways to make it more successful by taking a holistic approach.  Relocated to our tutoring centers, SL leaders are now completely embedded within our discipline subject-matter experts.  We are currently piloting some of the more successful strategies, such as CARE+, this upcoming summer.



Expanding Academic Support
• Hired first biology and A&P tutors
• Created first inventory of campus science supplies
• Offered first A&P open labs
• On-going: Researching computer science and psychology 

support
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Science support on our campus historically did not receive as much attention.  So we spoke to our science faculty and students and we listened.  Subsequently, we added our first biology tutors and our very first science lab assistant.  We were able to purchase nearly $12,000 of science models and equipment to help support student learning.  Along with a renewed inventory, we started a new program where students can now gain access to our A&P resources outside of their class time, which has served a crucial purpose for our students wishing to master the skills they need to be successful.Currently, we are even expanding our tutoring services to support even more courses, such as computer science and psychology, which match our campus offerings and meet the needs of our ever-so evolving learning community.



A Promising Future for Winter Park LSS

• A look at the numbers from 2018 to 2019:
– 39% increase in use of tutoring centers 
– 28% increase in use of online writing consultations
– 29% increase in funding (FTE calculated)

• Students feel welcomed and supported
– Spend more time in our centers
– Enjoy our family-team atmosphere

• LSS employees feel “valued”
– Increase in job satisfaction
– Interest in promotion and skill development
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Our future seems bright.  Within the past year, I have already noted a near 40% increase in student attendance and a 1/3 increase in the use of our online support services.  I personally believe this helps our retention and what I believe is an increase in future student enrollment.  More students also translates to more funding for Learning Support.  Students have expressed they feel more welcomed and supported, and I have noted an increase in my employees’ satisfaction and retention, along with interests in skill development.  I believe in my team and in the work I have helped to facilitate.  I am thrilled to see what lies ahead.



A Promising Future for Winter Park LSS
• Meet one of our students – Gavin Hannah
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Learning Support has touched the lives of many of students.  We were able to catch up to one of our own.  His name is Gavin Hannah, an Air Force veteran who now aspires to work a career in cyber and network security.  This is his story.








Questions?
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Do you have any questions for us before our SGA President comes up?Without further ado, I’d like to introduce you to our current SGA President Eduardo Brito. 
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